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CLOSE ENCOUNTERS- WHO'S GOT MY BACK NOW. Who's got my back now, well 

clearly it is the not gods, the lord or the Pleiadians, the answer to that question is, us. 

Welcome to the second part of this mini series detailing Earth history and the various 

visitations we have received, not in peace, but largely interferences and wars. Everything 

was faded into the mist, the past was erased, the erasure forgotten and the lie became the 

truth said by George Orwell. That kind of sums up Part one of this series. Sun Tzu said, 

all war is based on deception, again that fits Part one. Once again thanks to Ashayne and 

her team for her material that provides the basis for this show. People talk about GMO 

and Genetically Modified Organisms, yet neglect how we have all been genetically 

modified, in the most staggering of ways. So it all started with a Jacob who was 

completely off his Nordeck, and a bi pedal dolphin who lost it's porpoise. In part 1 many 

things and names where left in ruins, the names of the 12 tribes of Dan, Levis, Noah, 

Moses, Enoch all were part of the deception. The Melchizedek story ripped to shreds, 

who and what the Urantia really are. It laid to rest the nonsense in the Alt Media that 

between Enki and Enlil one was better than the other, nope two sides of the same coin 

game again. The Vikings and the Saxons both off world groups ran by Enoch and Thoth, 

oops. The Freemasons, the Templar's and the all so lovely anecdotes of Atlantis exposed. 

Another bout of sickly rhetoric posted in the Alt Media, the great savior program known 

as the Pleiadians, that myth was laid to rest as well. The myth of the Pyramids and the 

Sphinx being 5500 years old, fell 43K years short. Time and truth was not kind this time 

for them all. King lines here and there, none of them were valid, whilst the one who was 

valid was renamed as a cup, the grail, holy or otherwise. It left no doubt about the 

Egyptian's being fake, rendered mute, just as we revealed in FRWL. It revealed the bible 

is their story, not ours, the scriptures also. It left a trail of deception, insidious practices, 

criminal genetic interference and a populace with no memory and little intelligence to 

work it all out. They brought us the flood to wipe us out, we came back with our own 

flood in this time, not of water, but truth. The religious will find this material disturbing, 

but deep down they knew something wasn't right, yet chose to ignore it as the prospect of 

them having no savior, was too large to bear. I apologize to the religious for bursting your 

belief system it must be hard for you I know, but I will not apologize for revealing the 

truth. That must stand above all dogmas and belief structures, no matter how painful that 

maybe. We are a world that has been ran on lies, and enough is enough. Now some of us 

are ready for our adult pants, some for the first time in many lifetimes. The experiments 

all failed, let us develop a new one with the TPC taking a lead role, where we all learn to 

embrace, trust and work with each other, instead of hate and fighting. We are proposing 

that as a solution to go forward for all species, not just us. Somehow, someway there has 

to be a better way, will you be a part of that? Today's show is and will become your very 

own Judgement day, choose wisely. JUDGEMENT DAY 
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When it came up to 800-700BC time period, this is where you had the Roman invasions, 

and the Greek invasions where you had various groups. His story repeats again it seems 

as around 700 years later, yes the 700 year loop again, they invaded again. But in 8-

700BC you had the Draconian Leviathan that came in and literally they where the Remus 

and Romulus story, that supposedly was the beginnings of the Roman Empire, but they 

were the Draconian races. Remus was the Odedicron reptilians and Romulus was the 

Omicron Dragon Moth. These are the guys who became the Knights of Knossos and the 

Knights of Malta, and they had come up from the Etruan and Lathan's, from back in 

Atlantis. Knossos is the island of Crete and were known as the Minoans, so now you 

know why the island next to Crete called Thera, blew up. The Queen of England and 

Nelson Mandela were both Knights of Malta. In about 24-23BC when we start to see the 

Roman Invasion by the Hyksos and the Anunnaki Leviathan races, where they were 

going to come over and do the Olympian god stuff. There was one version of where the 

Omicron Dracs that were beginning the Olympian paradigm, because that particular 

group had made alliances with the Wezedaks. There were both Draconian and Anunnaki 

races that had made alliances with the Wezedaks, and this was the Metatronic coding. 

The Metatronic coding means you get an immortal body, not an eternal one, immortal 

means you don't go through the birth and death and rebirth cycle. We have had a history 

of the most bizarre slow and painful death, this has been torture and we have lived 

torture, yet most of us sit here now and we haven't a clue. And we still call the names of 

the gods they gave to us, that weren't the gods we started out with, and it is really, really 

sad. She said that is where I can find enough healthy anger, I don't care who listens to me 

or doesn't, if one person in the group of a million gets it, and can get free from this before 

they end up Metatronically coded for eternity, it's worth it. I echo that statement 100%, 

we at THI have managed to changed hundreds if not thousands of lives due to the 

material we have presented, plus the often unspoken of private support we have given as 

well. Coming up to the Christ period in Voyagers Volume 2, even before we became 

whistleblowers and the United Resistance was formed, and they had declared war on us. 

Before the Pleiadian and Sirian 1992 agreements were broken, the story was very gently 

done without letting any of the history about the Anunnaki come to the fore. Because the 

Anunnaki at the time were trying to make agreements, and were supposedly going to 

enter the Emerald Covenant. We had to be very careful of how much history the 

Guardians were allowed to reveal, that we were allowed to release, whilst those 

agreements were holding. Because part of their demands were, that we don't tell about 

them right way, of course we would have to tell later, but let them get used to us first, 

before they realized what they did here. Because then you would really hate our guts, and 

that is basically what was happening. I came across similar in the 2014-2015 period, 

whereby through Shane meeting certain people of their ilk including Anu, I was asked to 

present some questions that would be addressed within the meeting with Anu, as I was 

led to believe. There was 12 questions asked and all were well received at the time, but 

classic Draco they pulled back on it, and Shane suffered the backlash of that. An earlier 
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meeting of many leading figures including Bush Snr, it was discussed waiting 50 years to 

reveal full Disclosure as it is called. Full Disclosure is not possible in my opinion to 

achieve that, as most just aren't ready for it, and psychologically it would tip many over 

the edge, particularly the religious sector. I said no to 50 years at that time, but in essence 

through many of our shows, I have been revealing more and more of the narrative. All 

done in bite sized chunks, to give people a chance to grasp it, these shows included. In 

essence the Events that changed the world series, was in some part full Disclosure as it 

was an official Majestic 12 document. In September 2000 when the Anunnaki broke the 

Pleiadian/Sirian agreement they joined the United Resistance, and the whole group of 

them, literally made an edict of war against the Founders. At that point it was time to get 

the history out and let people know what is going on. In the Voyagers book it talks about 

the Christ period and the two Christ's, actually the three sort of Christ's. Three Christ's? 

oh dear this is going to rattle some cages. The original Christ which was Jesheua 12, and 

at some point they will reveal the family line as his mother's last name Constantine, but 

that was not the fathers last name. She knows that she said because she was his half 

sister, we had the same mother in that time period, and my name was Myrium. That was 

the Constantine line that came up since that period. It should be noted that, the 

Constantine of Rome was actually a British person. There was then another attempt to 

bring certain groups of the Hyksos over into the Emerald Covenant. You had a group 

called Galactic Federation of the Annu-Seraphim Anunnaki and the Jehovian Anunnaki, 

who decided they would enter the Emerald Covenant. They were doing this for a reason, 

primarily because they knew it was getting closer 2000 thousand years ago, it was getting 

closer to when everybody knew the Stargates were to open again. It was during this time 

period, and they knew without bio-regenisis assistance, their races were definitely going 

into the Wezedak Matrix. There was still those of about 2/3 of them that had the 

Wezedak coding, and still 1/3 of them left untouched. There was enough left, so that they 

could have been brought back to, or at least be able to stay in the Phantom World, where 

they could bio-regenisis out from there, after quite a long course of evolution. There was 

certain ones of the Thoth crew that had originally decided to do the Metatronic's, and 

then they decided they didn't want to do that, and didn't want to become Wezedaks 

Metatronic's anymore. More flip flops than a Cosmic Voice or Life Force show. All 

because they found out that the Wezedaks were quite bullies, and they would give you 

menial propositions and positions like middle management, but you would never make it 

to the top. A bit like a politician then. As above so below it seems, no one makes it to the 

top here without being one or part of them, hello Mr. Trump. So there was some rebellion 

taking place within between the Thoth group, and Enoch just kept getting himself and his 

group all tangled up in a mess, it was real poor judgement. She said I have a soft spot for 

Enoch even though he's made some horrible decisions, even though there is a twist of 

arrogance, as that tends to go with incarnating through the Anunnaki or the Fallen Elohim 

pattern. He picked that up later, he was an Ascended Master that came through that 

pattern to get down here, he picked a bit of the arrogance up towards his people, the 
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chosen ones. In other words you guys aren't worthy but you guys are. This is an elitist 

standpoint, the chosen one has always been about elitism, and it has always been the case, 

chosen by who, is the first question? We got through the Christ period and there was an 

attempt again, that had really started before in the Solomon period. Solomon had been a 

part of the beginnings of this, and then it fell apart and we tried it again. Where taking 

certain ones of the Hyksos, who were the master raider races at this point, they had the 

most powerful DNA compared a human on the planet. They were brought into the 

Emerald Covenant, and they were given an allowance of using codes to clear the DNA to 

some degree, after they had undergone certain rites that would assist them. They would 

then intermarry with the Maji Grail line, to be able to begin a generation that would 

rapidly be able to get the coding back up, before this current time period. This where the 

Essenes came from, they were a group or sub family of the Melchizedek's, which were 

one of the Cloister Angelic Human races, and so Essene's were naturally one of those 

families. The timeline for this started in 1353 BC with Akhenaton and the Annunaki 

bloodline. In 1280BC you had the Essene's brotherhood with two branches. By 196BC 

one group was the blue flame Melchizedek's, the other was Templar Melchizedek's joined 

by the Anunnaki bloodline. Here comes the proverbial bombshell or mic drop moment. 

From the blue flame Melchizedek's came Joehius and Jeudi, from the Templar 

Melchizedek's came Joseph and Mary. In 12BC which means 12 + 1 again, from Joehius 

and Jeudi came Jesheua 12 who was the true Jesus. In 7BC from Joseph and Mary came 

Jeshewua 9 who was the bible Jesus. In 8AD we had the Ascension science on the 

Jesheua 12 side, and Templar Axion Seal on the Jeshewua 9 side. In 21AD we had the 

Amenti Hebrew on the Jesheua12 side. In 25AD on the Jeshewua 9 side the Arahabi 

which came from the Elohim in 27AD. In 27AD on Jesheua 12 side came the Ark of 

Covenant Ascension procession and Jesheua ascended at aged 39. So the real "Jesus" did 

not die at 33 or die in 33AD. In 47AD the Elohim went to Tibet with the HU-3 seeding. 

The Indigos that got involved with this experiment, which were of the Jesheua 12 line, 

where of the Melchizedek Essene lineage, in the Angelic Human Indigo lineage. There 

were to combine from Solomon and Bathsheba, who it is believed was one of ours. And 

so, Jesheua 12 came out of the Solomon line, he was the real "Jesus", he was the one who 

went around teaching ascension. He did not teach hierarchical ascension, he did not have 

disciples under him or below him, he taught as a group. He taught with a group of Maji 

that went around together, to bring back the teachings of the Emerald Covenant, and we 

did a pretty good job. We got a lot of them - the teachings, we were putting them down in 

writing, and they were put in several different writings. They were written in Egyptian, 

Hebrew, Hindu and Sanskrit languages, and they were put in Chinese. They were also put 

in a couple of other dialects, so there would be pieces at least that would survive. Because 

we knew, as soon as they were released, as soon as they hit the papyrus, somebody would 

grab hold of them and they would change, be destroyed or completely rewritten. In the 

Christ period, this is where the Arimethea agenda came forth, which had started way back 

in Atlantis, it was the Metatronic Agenda. This is where it became woven into the biblical 
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story, we had caused them a lot of problems by bringing Jesheua12 in. There was a whole 

bunch of people learning again about ancient history, Atlantis, the Stellar activation that 

was due in that period of time, and how we were all preparing for that. We caused a real 

problem for the Pharisee's and the Sadducees, and a bunch of others including the 

Romans, a lot of people where very upset with us. There was a very big need to cover up 

what took place in the Christ period, we were doing alright until the Essene divide. 

Which was the split of the Essene Brotherhood into Blue Flame and Templar 

Melchizedek's. It was a few years before and after it, but the high point was 23AD. 

Jesheua was born and we call him Jesheua 12 as he had the 12 strand DNA, he was born 

in 12BC, and he finally ascended through the Arc of the Covenant in the Giza Pyramid in 

27BC, that is because the mission got blown. At least he didn't say Jesus Christ I am not 

doing this for a lark and got off! The mission wasn't suppose to get blown, but in the 

agreements that were made, there was another lets call him a junior Avatar, that was 

allowed to come in on the bio-regenisis experiment. He was named Jeshewua, and it was 

originally spelt with a Y as the Hyksos alphabet didn't have a J in it, but the original 

Hebrew alphabet did, for anybody that knows the little twist on the names. Jeshewua 9 

this was the line where you get Mary and Joseph, they were the mother and father of that 

one, Joehius and Jeudi were the parents of Jeshuau 12, the real Jesus as he is known. 

Neither 9 or 12 got crucified, they were actually working as a team, Jesheua 12 ordained 

Jeshewua 9 into the Melchizedek Cloister Priesthood. John the Baptist had ordained 

Jesheua 12 into the Priesthood, and these were the Maji lines. We were attempting to 

create a new hybrid Grail line, that had the potential to bring back the full Christos 

pattern to those races. And because the Hyksos races had invaded everything they could 

get their hands on since Atlantis, they had the most coding of everything, so that race was 

chosen for that opportunity. Because they could connect genetically to just about 

everything, they also had a huge amount of the coding that went with the Planetary grids. 

A case of having to dance with the enemy per se, that rarely ends well. Everything was 

going fine, and Enoch had actually come back into the Emerald Covenant, and decided he 

wanted to be a part of it. Thoth was doing his usual flip flopping, the Galactic Federation 

had convinced Thoth and the Pleiadian Anunnaki crew to do it, and enter the Emerald 

Covenant. Except they had an agenda and they weren't planning on staying. They were 

planning on making sure their Avatar was born, and taking that further into the future on 

and for their own agenda. That is what precisely they did, once Jeshewua 9 was born, 

there was progressive infiltration of the Pleiadian Niburian Anunnaki via the Galactic 

Federation. The Galactic Federation the one that likes to channel books these days, were 

back there then, in fact they were the ones who accidentally took out Solomon's Temple, 

they blew up their own Temple by accident. I warned back in 2014 time about the 

Galactic Federation of Light as it was called, we called it the Galactic Federation of liars. 

There are pictures of them on the internet, all standing in front of a craft, all of them 

being blonde that is them, they are all fake. The Arimethea agenda which the Anunnaki 

groups and Hyksos Leviathan races, who came up from Atlantis, had given lip service to 
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giving up as they wanted to be healed from that. Once Jeshewua 9 was born the 

showdown began. The Galactic Federation pulled out of the Emerald Covenant, and so 

did the Thoth group, and now they had their super hybrid Hyksos, that had the coding of 

the Maji. So it was again for them, it was another notch up as far as getting security codes 

to the Planetary Stargates, and creating a master raiding race. But what they had to do 

was, cover up anything that had to do with the real Jesheua, because if they didn't, there 

would be too much knowledge that would be written. When we would get books done, 

you would give them 6 months in those days and they would be something different. So 

there was several copies hand written, one would be the real one and that would be 

hidden somewhere special, and then you would have ones that had certain alterations put 

in them. That would, if you read them right, would lead you to where the real one might 

be. There was all sorts of games back then being played by both sides, one side just to 

keep the truth on the planet, and the other guys trying to get rid of it. The Arimethea 

Agenda was woven into the bible, even before the Council of Nicaea finalized what the 

bible would become. Even 100BC we had the Hyksos Arimethea Agenda coming up, 

you'll find this in the Hyksos writing of the Dead Sea Scrolls, called the Qumran. These 

were a group of the Hyksos races that were associated with the Essene's, the ones that 

they raided and gotten a part of the gene code from, as Essenes were around for as long 

as the root and the Cloister races were around. The Essene's were simply one of the 

smaller families of the Melchizedek Cloister Angelic Human race. So when you see the 

Dead Sea Scrolls stuff, this is coming from the Hyksos perspective. All of the these 

things were building up, so by the time the Christ drama unfolded and the betrayal took 

place in 23AD, we couldn't finish the mission we had started for. Which was to bring all 

the races back into wholeness, into oneness, to prepare everybody for the Stellar 

Activation cycle of that time period, so everybody would be able to make it through. 

Earth would be reborn and into a new age of light, everybody would be welcome there as 

long as they behaved, and stopped trying to hurt other people. In the Essene divide, you 

had some of the ones with the Essene coding that had come up from the Hyksos, that had 

raided the Essene races, and they're the ones that had combined with the true Essene's, the 

Grail lines. But you had a divide between them that took place, and this is where our 

contemporary understanding of the nonsense that comes up from that time period, and 

our bible references and things. Where the true Grail Line Jesheua 12 ascended, he just 

left, he didn't die, he wasn't crucified, he wasn't even persecuted it was the other guy, 

Jeshewua 9 because he had the big mouth. But J-9 being totally holier than thou, after 

being told by his fallen Elohim friends of how it was his job to convert everybody, and he 

got a little too outspoken. We had groups of 12, lets say knights, like the round table 

knights around us in the J-12 line. The J-9, he decided to do disciples, which was I am 

above you and you are going to listen to me. Jeshewau 9 reflected very much those who 

were guiding him and directing him, he was an incarnate out of one of the fallen Annu-

Elohim collectives, he was an Avatar. A ninth level Avatar, a D-9 Avatar oversoul that 

came in, in order to do this, and he was supposed to stay on the side of the Emerald 
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Covenant. But when he didn't there was this whole new path of evolution that was going 

to be run, and it was going to be run through the biblical story, so they took pieces of the 

ancient Hyksos distortion, the stuff from the Dead Sea Scrolls and even way back further 

into the Hebrew traditions. That went back into Atlantis and they began to weave tales, 

and began to edit things out that anybody else had written down, anything that didn't fit 

into their tales. So the Metatronic Agenda began being woven progressively into what has 

become Christianity on this planet, oh dear Christianity is the Metatronic coding of the 

Wesedak's. The main mantra of Christianity and the Roman church is fear, fear of living 

and the fear of death, so if you fear death you can accept the Metatronic coding and cheat 

death. Now can you see what they were up to, we should boycott every church on the 

planet as not one is for our benefit. That becomes more interesting and telling because of 

what happened to Jeshewua 9. Because he didn't get crucified either, there was another 

guy created for that. Jeshewua 9 went around and really agitated the Romans and a few 

other people, he got too much attention drawn to himself, and they had to get him out of 

the Holy land. They had to literally get him and his family out, because they were going 

to kill him if he stuck around, and they couldn't let that happen as he was the new gene 

code, can't let him get killed as he has to have more babies. This is really how the Annu-

Elohim were perceiving the whole thing. So, there was a guy named Arihabi who looked 

like him J-9, he physically resembled him, and the Annu-Elohim sent him on a few little 

tangents of inspired visions and things, and convinced him that he was Christ. They got 

him spouting some of the teachings so that he would sound enough like him, and then 

they set Arihabi up. He couldn't ascend as he didn't have a gene code where he could 

ascend, but they told him they would give him the gene code, the classic seducement 

program again. Turns out the gene code they were giving him, was actually the 

Metatronic code. They said to him he could ascend if he allowed himself to die for his 

god, he did and he was crucified. So there was a man crucified, but it wasn't either of the 

Jesheua's, it was Arihabi who was a poor sucker. He was conned him by having visions 

given to him by a bunch of Fallen Angelic's, who told him if he let himself be tortured in 

this way, that god would reward him with the eternal body. Well it wasn't eternal, might 

of been immortal but it wasn't eternal. WHO WANTS TO LIVE FOREVER 

 

So there is some reality to the crucifixion story, it was part of the cover up of the real 

Christian story, which has always been about bringing in the inner Christos teachings 

here. That is what Jesheua 12 taught and that is what the other Jeshewah 9 was supposed 

to teach, until he started to but ran his mouth too much. Now where Jeshewua 9 went he 

had gone too far, Jesheua 12 literally ascended in 27AD, John the Baptist went in his own 

direction, he got killed, and Miriam stuck around a while and ascended in 37AD. We did 

what we could, what we were there for couldn't be finished and it was all kind of left to 

the next round. This goes up to the next round that took us into the Arthur legends and all 

that stuff, King Arthur was all about this. But the important thing to see here is the 

Arimethea is tracking it, a person named Joseph of Arimethea was the brother of the 
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person, of the mother Mary's mother, and so Mary's uncle. Remember Mary was 

Jeshewua 9's mother. He was of the Templar Melchizedek race, and history has him in 

Palestine. There was a place called Arimethea in Palestine, I wonder who settled that 

place? it was the Hyksos. There was an exodus of the Hyksos Grail line the Jeshewua 9 

line, they got Mary Magdelene out who he had married, but there is a twist to this. Mary 

Magdelene was intended to be the wife of Jesheua 12 as it was his twin flame, and they 

messed with her before she woke up, and they married her off to Jeshewua 9, in order to 

get the gene code. That was part of the reason Jesheua 12 left, because there was nothing 

left for him to do. He left children behind though, as he didn't marry any of the mothers. 

It was done through sacred rites within the Temple and certain women were chosen, there 

were 6 women chosen. There were fathers selected as to who would be the fathers of 

these children. The fathers were to raise these children as their own, and it simply was a 

every sacred leaving behind of a gene code before he ascended. In modern critique circles 

he would be called a coward, and the one who abandoned his children. Child Services 

and the courts would be hunting him down for alimony payments. Imagine if he came 

back though and sued all the churches for copyright of his material, now that would be 

funny. So there was 6 lineages from Jesheua 12, the Indigo lines that came up from that 

period. J-12 was connected to 7 women, Africa, France, Celtic, Egypt, US, unknown and 

Aqua'elle in 27AD. Sounds like a long distance truck driver in modern day terms, and I 

am not sure this practice of spreading his seed is a good thing, all smacks of the worst 

traits of a guru in modern descriptions, but maybe things were different back then? 

Aqua'elle had twins one boy and one girl, the boy went to Amsterdam, and then the 

Seven Suns Family K+8 Factor, came 7 sons. One son became the Keeper of the Crystal 

Core who went to Southern Ireland and Holland, no entries for son 2 through 6, but 7 

went to the AquaFarE host race to AquA'elle Matrix. I wonder which part of Southern 

Ireland it was, be funny if it was Tralee Bay. The girl went to Arizona and then unknown. 

J-9 had a twin sister in 7BC, he was connected to Marahari and then France, his sister 

went to India. So, no mention of any Jesus going to India then, only J-9's sister, I wonder 

why? well FRWL 1 & 2 revealed that piece. But what happened to the other guys? the J-9 

lines who had hijacked Mary, and this is causing Sananda a problem right now, because 

Mary got Metatronic coding, his twin. Sananda is Jesheua 12's soul name. So now 

Sananda's main mission is to work with the Galactic Federation to try to get Mary his 

twin soul, the other half of his entity out of the Metatronic coding. So this was all a bit 

busy in this time frame, that is why you'll find both Jeshewua 9 and Jesheua 12 working 

with the Galactic Federation people and with the Anunnaki people right now, because he 

has a karmic issue to settle. Where he has to help his twin flame/avatar to get out of the 

Metatronic coding before she goes down. Because if she goes down, he's stuck in this 

Matrix with the other half of the encoded over there. There were some issues that came 

up out of that period, it was awful what happened in that period, the Essene divide period. 

What has come out of that has been something even more awful, because what they did 

was, Joseph of Arimethea of Palestine who was Mary's uncle, got the bunch of them out, 
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he was involved in a lot of trafficking, because he was involved with the gold and the 

gold mines. He was like the Ministry of mines of Rome, he had connections to England 

and to the tin mines in Cornwall, and also to France because they went to France first. 

Joseph of Arimethea got them into France, there was a group that got sucker punched. 

There was a group of Cathari, Cathar's, the Cathar's of France where some of the Jesheua 

12 people that had been moved around. They were not just in the Holy Land, we had to 

put them in different areas, and they were put at Gate 12 which is Monsegur in France, 

which is where the original Cathar's started. Before we had the full blown Cathar's we 

had gene lines being filtered up into this direction, and we had our Gate 12 Grail lines 

there from the beginning, they were always there. As Monsegur was Gate 12 so we 

would have tribe 12 people there, the type 12 Grail lines would be there and so would the 

root races as well. Joseph of Arimethea brought the Hyksos Jesus into the twelve tribes 

regions of France, and at first was able to pass him off as the other Jesheau. Because 

people weren't in active open communication with each other, so he was taken in and 

they created a following there. This was even before the Cathar's officially became called 

Cathar's, because you had the Cathar divide, that was part of the Essene divide. I guess all 

these groups went to the Johns Hopkins school of math, as all I hear is divide, divide, 

divide, I guess they got stuck on the one math equation. You had a group the Grail line 

and an anti Christos Grail line, that came up living in the same spaces, as the Grail Lines 

that went with Tribe 12. Now later one of the Jesheua 12 descendants came, and was 

brought in to bring up into the tribe 12 lineage again, because they had been 

contaminated by the Hyksos, the Hyksos Jeshewua. So out of France you have two 

movements building, you have the Cathar's and they were just like the Cathari healing 

group, that was originally spelt with a K, and it referred to Ka. Tha. Ra, which means 

light, sound and one. It got changed into Cathari with a C, and this had to do with not 

only the Hyksos, but also the Dracs getting in on that act. You also had during this period 

the beginnings of what became Draconian Christianity, as opposed to Anunnaki 

Christianity, oops. So you had the bible stories that came out from this chaos, out of the 

two Jesheua's and the lineage moving into France. That moved from France and then 

spread into England and into other places. It seeded the Templar Quest and the Arimethea 

agenda, seeded through Joseph of Arimethea and through the Jeshewua 9, and Mary and 

Joseph who were the parents of Jeshewua 9. This was a betrayal of the Emerald 

Covenant, the people who were representing the Christos teachings, got knocked in the 

head again, but the drama continued. What became of this is very interesting, and by 

325AD the Draconian's got in on the picture. The Hyksos were making so much 

advancement, by putting out their records and combining it from their records of the past, 

and putting the Jeshewua 9 story out as if it was the real story. Whilst hiding and 

destroying any records that were existing on Jesheua 12, and the true Myriam and John 

the Baptist. They changed names, they changed stories that took place here, they would 

change the order of noted people in relation to birth times. For instance, they put John the 

Baptist under a similar time frame or age bracket as Jesheua, but he wasn't he was much 
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older. So they doctored the documents and the historical records, and got rid of what 

didn't serve them. They were doing really well and that really upset the Draconian mob, 

who were in Rome. So the Draconian mob over in Rome decided to take all of this new 

information, this new Christ period stuff and make their own version of it, and they 

combined it with the Olympian god stuff. That they had taken from the Anunnaki 

originally, they had taken over some of that, they were using that to control the Roman 

people, the Roman Empires. They then combined it and what used to be the Olympian 

gods, and they became the Saints instead. So they renamed them and made them Saints, 

you couldn't have an Olympian gods name, but you could have a Saints name. So, the 

means all the Saints that followed where all Dracs, oh dear. They decided this was a good 

bandwagon to jump on, and the Council of Nicaea in 325AD brought it together, the 

Pharisees, the Sadducees, people were in control of large groups, where they had to deal 

with this problem, about what do we do with the records. We might not like each other 

but we all have one common interest, to make sure we win when the Stellar Activation 

comes. There was a book assimilated and created, out of editing, twisting and taking most 

of the guts out of the historical records. They used some of our records, they used some 

of the falsified records, that would be compatible with the Qumran stuff, the Dead Sea 

Scroll stuff. The book was called Constantine and the Council of Nicaea, and from all 

that they created what we call today the bible, and as we know the history from there has 

been an absolute chaos. Where the Draconian, now what is interesting too, you had the 

Draconian Leviathan races which became the Knights Knossos, the Knights of Malta, 

they became the push behind Catholicism. Then you had the Hyksos lines that came the 

push behind Protestantism, this is where you have the division between Catholic and 

Protestant. With Protestantism only God can forgive your sins and regular church 

members can make decisions. Whilst the Catholic religion, a Pope can forgive your sins 

and only clergy can make decisions in the church, the great duality choice again. So the 

Catholic and Protestant divide is actually Dracon and Anunnaki. So those that follow the 

Cat holic religion are actually following the Draconian agenda. Those that follow the 

Protestant religion are following the Jewish Hyksos lines and the Anunnaki. People of 

Ireland are you hearing this? quit the ridiculous divide between your peoples, you are 

both following an off world agenda. Something that Irish hosts should be covering in 

depth, not hiding behind some fake ascension program to a place no one knows where it 

is. Humans just never fit into this history, we have been watching wars go on between 

people who don't even belong here in the first place. The people who do belong here 

think they are a part of it, and they don't know how to step outside of it, because their 

own history is gone. That is enough to understand now and there is a context for these, 

there is a history here and it is not a pleasant history. A history that makes you want to 

cry, it has been horrible for the Grail Lines, horrible for the Angelic Humans, and it has 

been horrible for any of the Leviathan races who tried to escape from it. Because the 

fallen Angelic collective who control them, and can mess with them because of the DNA 

weaknesses, because they have more of the reversals in their DNA, especially the ones 
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with the Metatronic coding. They can put visions in their heads, you can show them 

pictures, you can show them divine experiences that aren't real. This is how we have been 

manipulated, all through this process. What it leads us to is the Beast, in 22340BC when 

Thoth's group agreed to join the Wezedaks. This was a thing called the Lucifer Archangel 

Michael Alliance, they had been against each other quite a while, Thoth didn't want the 

Wezedak coding and stood against that when he was Emerald Covenant. Then he went 

over to the alliance, Lucifer which is the whole Thoth collective and the Wezedaks. The 

Wezedaks when they had interbred and had broken through here 570M years ago, they 

created a race in the Andromeda system of phantom matrix, called the Necromiton. The 

Necromiton later raided seeding 2 of the Angelic Humans, creating something called the 

nephilim. The lineage of them was Atlantean humans, which developed into the 3rd Root 

Race Lumarians, which developed into Lamanians, then human and Anunnaki mixing 

created the nephilim. They were an Anunakki, a mutated Anunakki/Wezedak thing. 

When Archangel Michael, who became the Archangel Michael collective, they were 

called the Mikalube, also called the Sons of Ba'al. Another of the internet and love and 

light brigades savior programs goes down, Archangel Michael. I'm ruining everything 

here lol. In some doctrines that came up, Ba'al was another word for the devil, but 

everybody was calling everybody the devil, if you didn't like someone, you would call 

that one the devil. But, you had Satan, you had Lucifer, you had Ba'al, you had Set in 

Egypt, and so there was a bunch of them. It all depended then on, who was writing the 

book, that would say which one was the bad one, and which one was the good one. The 

Protestant movement has come up through the Freemasons for instance, that is the 

Hyksos line, and the Hyksos/Freemasons faction are those behind the Protestant religion. 

But most of the Protestant figure heads on the outside, have no clue about that. They 

actually hold at the center of their creed a worship of Lucifer, which means they are 

Thothian. The Catholic religions have at their core connected to Satain, which is the 

Marduk Dramin line of Anunnaki Omicron, that this is where the Satan stuff comes from. 

It's a riot and at the core of each religions is, the ones that is saying the one that is evil, is 

actually the one they are supporting. Remember the Catholic church has telescopes called 

Lucifer, now you know why. It is like the one that is motivating the whole thing, a very 

confusing game. If we go back to 25500BC we had the Lucifer rebellion. Pleiadian-

Niburian-Anunnaki, Thoth-Enki-Zephelium Lulitan Anunnaki, Marduk-Satain-Anunnaki, 

Necromiton-Andromi-Anunnaki all equalled the Luciferian Anunnaki. The Thoth line 

was the Lucifer and the Marduk line was the Satan. It leads us to the present moment 

where we have sci-fi technologies, that aren't fiction that have been progressively put in 

place here. And we have been progressively mutated so we wouldn't know how to handle 

it, or believe it was there, by the time the Stellar Activation Cycle came. There are 

several different layers of technology, that if we could have got the grids up to high 

enough speed, we wouldn't have had to worry about this one. This one was the worst case 

scenario, like oh dear, but the Guardians have been doing everything that they could, 

even negotiating with those dark force clowns. But they are idiots and say oh yes we will 
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give you lip service for 24 hours, and then they will stab you in the back. This is the 

history of dealing with the Anunnaki races, particularly on Earth but even that was worth 

a try. Because if the 1992 Pleiadian Sirian agreements had worked, there were Emerald 

Covenant agreements where the Thoth and the Enoch groups had decided that they would 

come in, and then stand against the Draconian groups, in order to not let the Draconian 

groups get control. If they had held, we wouldn't have had to worry about the activation 

of the Beast. THE NUMBER OF THE BEAST 

 

Why was 666 the number of the beast, we are about to find out the real reason why. The 

Beast is a mechanism that the scope of the intelligence it takes to create something like 

this, is amazing. The Great Dark rift, the Sextant Clock mutation, Toral rift space-time 

distortion, called Blank Slate Technology or BST, hence the term Beast. Created by a 

time tunnel wormhole. This can move not just planets, but whole solar systems. It has the 

capacity to take our solar system and our whole chain of gates, going from here to D-11, 

that takes it up to and into the Lyra system, and literally take the whole thing down into a 

black hole Matrix. Which means it's matter would fry first of all, everything would get 

disintegrated going through a black hole, and then it reforms in disorganized fashion on 

the other side, all neatly tucked into the base 8 reverse Metatronic coding. The figure 8 

again. This was called the Galactic Vesica Pisces Metatronic Infold, now you know what 

the religious Vesica Pisces was based upon. The 3 axis' were coming through, the 

Wesedak axis ran from 1 to 8 on the 12 hour clock. The Phantom Axis ran from 11 to 5, 

and ours is 12 to 6 on the clock. In 25550BC when the Pleiadian Niburian Anunnaki 

groups put in, what is called the Niburian Data Crystal Grid that was anchored at 

Stonehenge, and then plugged into 24 Crystal Temple bases all over the planet. This was 

part of what we are clearing in our site work here. Nibiru used to be a planet that orbited 

within our Galactic plane, it was our 12th planet for a while. When they started to build 

the Beast, Nibiru became our 11th planet, replacing our 11th planet which was Chiron. 

Chiron was broken in half and part of it made Pluto's moon, and the other part became 

stuck where it pops up between Saturn and Uranus, and then it pops back down into 

phantom. These are almost like balances or weights trying to get the balance, the 

electromagnetic balance just right in order to do this stuff, you have to have perfect 

electromagnetic energy of push and pull of Galactic and higher Galactic level. That piece 

got me pondering and I wonder if she is describing what I call the veil? It is now known 

scientifically that the magnetic field is the veil we describe, and some of us also 

experienced. Nibiru used to orbit 3 to 9, then go 10 to 2, they changed that orbit when 

they got rid of Gate 11 planet Chiron and broke into to. They then pushed using 

frequency and by using their gates, they pushed Nibiru into the 11 position and left a hole 

where the 11th planet had been, there was a hole left in that orbital field, and they 

plugged Nibiru into that hole. From there they created a link where they took Nibiru, and 

this wasn't all done a once. But once Nibiru went from 12 to 11, in 25500BC they 

dragged it into the orbital of the Phantom Axis, so it went from 9 o'clock position into the 
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Phantom Axis going from 11 to 5. Our Solar system plane runs from 9 to 3. So they 

dragged Nibiru with another half planetary mass that used to be a planet called Maldek, 

which was our 5th planet, that was destroyed in seeding 2 as was Chiron. There was a 

piece of Maldek that was large enough to counter balance Nibiru, where it had about the 

same planetary mass. So they were able to set up using the gate alignment between the 

Wesedak axis, the Phantom Axis and our axis that all over lapped at 12 on the clock. So, 

the Phantom races were able to set up an orbit for Nibiru on the Phantom axis, and make 

it like a patrol station. At one end of the orbit you would have the planet Nibiru at 5 and 

at 11 the opposite end, you would have the piece of Maldek, that they turned into a battle 

star that became to be known as Wormwood. Which is a mistranslation of what meant 

Doom world, because it was always known that Doom world when that battle star came 

in, it would have the potential to pull our Matrix into the Phantom Matrix. That was 

before the whole Wesedak mess, and what they did is, they took advantage of the 

phantom technology. This was the phantom races who decided to do this first, the 

Pleiadian Niburian were part of this. Thoth broke the Emerald Covenant in 22340BC, the 

Phantom matrix was put in, in 25500BC, that was before that, that was before the 

Wesedak agreement. They still had their matrix coming in here, the 1-8 matrix, but now 

they in the 11-5 Matrix, and were now trying to pull in our matrix to create enough 

critical mass in their Matrix, so the Wesedaks can't pull them in, because they were 

fighting them. Originally Nibiru now in the 11-5 Phantom Matrix would do, it would start 

at 5 and take the left hand path north, in the middle would by pass our Matrix and head to 

the top or 11, it would crossover through Phantom Gate 8, which is Phantom Alnitak 

Orion. It would then do a loop right to left and then head South on the right hand path and 

the now Phantom passage, but has not passed through our system yet. Once it reaches the 

5 position again, it does another loop and heads north on the right hand path and then 

would pass through our system. Now on that path it would slide down the side of our 

system not enter it, and wouldn't come close enough to cause major or cataclysmic mess 

on Earth, but would create a bit of a ripple effect. Sometime we would get a slight pole 

shift, but it wasn't on the huge cataclysmic scale. Nibiru would then pass back out, but 

when one was out the other would be in, every 3657.8 years. One of them would come in, 

and when it was Nibiru coming in, Wormwood was out, and when Wormwood would 

come in, Nibiru was out. Right now in 2002 we are approaching a period when Nibiru is 

out, but Wormwood is in on it's way in. This was part of what the biblical teachings 

taught a lot more about, but there are little bits of it left in the Nicaean translations, other 

little bits left are in the Revelations sections about these things. Now the Beast comes in 

here from the 1 position, where the Wesedaks decided they could take advantage of the 

phantom matrix, and the Nibiru and Wormwood situation. This was a originally a small 

Beast at position 5 to pull us in, and prevent the Wesedak's from pulling the Phantom 

Matrix in. They then figured out how to use it, to get both, they made their 666 link 

through their Stargate 6 and our Stargate 6 near Moscow, and the Phantom Stargate 6. 

They then anchored it from 12 down towards the 7 position into the Stargate into our 6th 
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planetary core, which is Jupiter. Because 5 was Maldek and Maldek is part of the 

Asteroid belt now, because the rest of it was blown to smithereens, and the big part of it 

was as the Battlestar and Nibiru. So they created the frequency bridge from 12 towards 

seven, which intersected our plane, which goes from the 3 to 9, that is our Galactic plane, 

but the solar system is from the middle of the clock to 9, that anchors the 666 through 

Jupiter. What this will allow through Jupiter, there are frequencies that are transmitted 

when Nibiru or the Battle star begins it's journey, this timeline it will be the Battle Star 

Wormwood. When it comes up from 5 position which is Orion, where our Stargate 1 is at 

6, their starting point is Trapezium Orion, it then moves toward us through Stargate 2 

domain, which is Epsilon and Eridanus heading to the 10 position. Eridanus constellation 

lies in the southern hemisphere, it is one of the largest constellations in the sky. It 

represents the celestial river that runs from Cursa (Beta Eridani) near Rigel in Orion, all 

the way to Achernar (Alpha Eridani) in the far southern sky. In Sanskrit, Eridanus is 

called srotaswini, which means current or course of a river. Eridanus is home to many 

interesting deep sky objects, among them the CMB Cold Spot (Eridanus Supervoid), 

possibly the largest void known, the Eridanus Group of galaxies, and the Witch Head 

Nebula, a reflection nebula illuminated by the bright Rigel in the 

neighbouring constellation Orion. Eridanos is the name that has been applied by 

geologists to a river which flowed where the Baltic Sea is now, how interesting it is that 

region. Eridanus is also known as the River of Hades, is this the origin of the River Styx? 

as above so below. It then comes up under and then through the Asteroid belt, so that is 

where it enters our galactic plane through the Asteroid belt. When this happens the Beast 

that comes through via the frequencies on the 12-7 trajectory, those frequencies are called 

The Flaming blue sword of the Archangel Michael frequencies. They beam a frequency 

through the Jupiter orbit template back to the right hand path of the Phantom Matrix, to 

the path of either Nibiru or Wormwood would take, in this case Wormwood when it is 

crossing our Galactic plane. The frequency hits Wormwood and it does an anti clockwise 

loop which then intersects our plane between the Sun and Earth, circles back around on a 

clockwise motion and makes a second pass the other side of Earth, then goes below our 

Galactic plane to the 9 position. It goes fully across and past our whole Galactic plane, 

arrives at 9 and goes into the Wesedak plane or Matrix, and can literally pull the whole 

thing down and under. In more practical or easier to understand terms is, what this means 

is a planetary body at least twice the size of Earth passing between Earth and the Sun, 

that is a problem. This is set in motion through activation of turnstiles, the turnstile grids. 

They were part of Atlantean mess that was put in, when Thoth agreed to turn part of the 

Niburian data crystal grid that had belonged to them in the Phantom Matrix, turned part 

of that over to the Wesedak's. Right now as of 2002 they are running those frequencies, 

the Beast wasn't due to raise it's nasty head until 2011. That was originally if the Stellar 

Activation Cycle progressed the way it was intend to, and 2012 was suppose to be the 

opening of the full house of Amenti Stargates. In 2011 was to activate the Beast, there are 

already groups on the planet that are being conned into creating manual physical 
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technologies, that are needed to help anchor these frequencies. There is a group of ET's 

pretending they are the nice ET's they call themselves the Corteum, they have been 

working with the Wingmakers group in New Mexico. They were getting this Labyrinth 

group of humans to help them build certain technologies. Because they keep telling them 

there is this big bad invader races that is going to come in, and the only way to protect the 

planet is, by building these devices. But they are the invader race, talk about conning 

somebody, the people they are working with are the Wingmaker's Labyrinth project. 

They are humans like us and they think they are doing the right thing, and they are being 

taught to build the technologies to do the final anchoring on planet. A name that came up 

in the past was the ACIO, Alien Contact group said at the time to be off world and we 

had dismissed it as fake. The ACIO is actually a division of the NSA, and that is who the 

Wingmaker group are working with. I would suggest that is hasn't been and is not a good 

move. The NSA are closely linked via technology remember, with the CIA. Does the 

CIA exhibit human traits too often? or are they violent aggressors seeking to undermine 

and infiltrate vast areas of this planet. Two great question remains is, are the CIA, a play 

on words they use so often, like the PheoniCIAns? spell Pheonicians and CIA is part of it, 

or is the CIA a member of a race of beings called the CIAkars? HAARP was a part of this 

also, there are several installations, some of which are mobile versions. The invader race 

not mentioned are called the Animus race, a group of soulless aliens determined via 

breeding and genetics with us, said to wish to acquire souls for their bodies, in order to 

attain access to the higher dimensions. In the year 2011, a synthetic, soulless race of 

aliens known as the Animus are foreseen by the WingMakers to detect earth. 

 

They are said to be from the Pleiades and from Alcyone. But here is another dot 

connector the 126 mile river from North of Silverton, that runs through Durango and 

South into New Mexico, goes through Cedar Hill, Aztec and ends in Farmington. The 

name of that river? The Animus. That river is nicknamed the river of souls or the river of 

lost souls, oh my. The Star Wars program instigated by Reagan and his clowns, was also 

a part of that as well, that got nixed and there is going to be certain things that are put in. 

We will probably see some advancement of, the need of or for some type of Star Wars 

type technology. Hence the recent Trump SSP program that is failing. The Space station 

stuff has all been part of this, because a bunch of the Illuminati head guys running around 

on planet, know we've been under invasion. That explains the greys seen inside the Space 

Station several times by one of the team. They have known it the 1930's and they know 

there is cataclysmic stuff potentially coming. They knew that because the other guys the 

Fallen Angelic's were planning on activating this, our guys are trying to stop it. To get to 

the point where this would not activate, we were doing well, so well that they activated it 

early. This brings in our Humanity Unplugged series based on a document in 1923, that 

was mentioned as the final warning to humanity. More on that later. 
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Three decades ago, mysterious artifacts were found that led to one of the most intriguing 

scientific and anthropological discoveries ever made. A secret, unacknowledged 

department of the NSA responsible for extraterrestrial contact and technology 

assimilation, took the discovery into their laboratory for the purposes of their own 

agenda. This secret organization is known as the Advanced Contact Intelligence 

Organization (ACIO) and has enjoyed complete anonymity until now. The discovery 

referred to by the ACIO as the Ancient Arrow project, consisted of 23 chambers and 

connecting tunnels hollowed out deep within a huge, natural rock structure in a remote 

canyon of northern New Mexico. That structure is Chaco Canyon is located between 

Farmington and Albuquerque, it is part of what is known as the Anasazi sites, that brings 

in Mesa Verde in Durango, the Aztec Ruins, Pueblo Arizona and Casa Grande Arizona. 

There are 24 Ancient Arrow trans-harmonic star-gate sites on earth, that were created by 

and originally belonged to the GA-Elohei and related Mashaya-hana Adashi Adept 

councils. But 7 of these 24 sites fell into the hands of the Wingmakers/Corteum non-

fiction ET groups. Inside this massive and well-hidden structure, were incredible artifacts 

of a culture that was of indeterminate origins. In each of the 23 chambers were found 

wall paintings, various alien technologies, and strange encoded hieroglyphs. By most 

appearances, the discovery was like a natural history museum from an alien race. It 

became known among the researchers as ETC or Extraterrestrial Time Capsule. Because 

of carbon-dating analyses, it was initially assumed that this time capsule was left behind 

by extraterrestrials, that had visited earth in the 8th century AD. However, it wasn't until 

1997 that the encoded language found within the site, and its artifacts became accessible 

to the ACIO. It was then that it was determined that the time capsule was actually 

designed, and built by a future version of humankind who were adept at interactive time 

travel. They called themselves, WingMakers. One of the scientists from the ACIO 

involved in developing the translation tables for the Ancient Arrow project, defected in 

December 1997, and has disclosed this secret project to a journalist named Anne. The 

scientist was Neruda who was working with the NSA. An underground base is created 

adjacent to the ACIO in order to accommodate the Corteum and the joint laboratory that 

will develop Blank Slate Technology. Headquartered near Palm Springs, California, this 

unusual joint venture sets off to create an interactive time travel technology that will 

enable the Labyrinth Group and the Corteum, to surgically modify time-based events 

with the ability to return to present time undetected. It is/was likely linked to Catalina 

Island, which did link back to Dulce at one point. Fifteen was the inspired visionary 

of BST, and began his preliminary designs at the age of 16. When he became the director 

of the ACIO, he learned of the Animus through several ancient manuscripts that had been 

recovered by the NSA. 

 

Later, one of his directors in charge of Human Technologies, developed a means to 

amplify a specific psychic capability known as Remote Viewing. Using this technology, 

Fifteen confirmed the ancient prophecy of the Animus.  
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An essential and urgent application of BST was uncovered, divert the Animus from 

Earth. The Corteum have their own agenda for BST because of a vital need to salvage 

their planet’s atmosphere, which, due to pollution, has forced the Corteum to live in 

underground cities. The Anunnaki and their brethren destroyed many planets 

atmosphere's by taking power from the Central Sun, this then killed the volcanoes on the 

planet, without volcanoes we have no atmosphere and no rain, so the planet begins to die. 

The Corteum hope to be able to use BST to reverse the death of their planet’s 

atmosphere. In addition, they also desire to avoid detection by the Animus. BST is 

interactive time travel of being able to travel in vertical time without being detected, 

modify a causal event and return unharmed The ability to travel vertical time can be done 

without external technology, altering causal events when we are winning, is not in our 

best interests. It is the same as the Trustee, her and her handler boyfriend were stated to 

develop a time travel machine in the future. I warned her that would not happen and she 

would face grave consequences for attempting to do so. WELCOME TO THE 

MACHINE 

 

This was a piece from Wes Penre and his input on it, with added pieces of insight from 

me. The following provides a logical and consistent summary, from an evaluation of the 

extensive information now available to the planet from extraterrestrial sources. 

 

The author considers at least the principal features of this evaluation to the true, however, 

note the different versions. We all recall our history of scientific discovery in which the 

religious and popular notion that the Earth was the centre of the universe, was not only 

challenged by science but exposed as the product of primitive thinking and based on 

hugely limiting information. 

 

We now accept that there are billions of other star systems, and that Earth is an 

apparently insignificant speck in the immense cosmos. It has come to light, however, 

through some of the better sources of extraterrestrial information now available, that 

Earth is in fact playing a central role in a massive drama involving the interests of billions 

of other civilizations. It has been stated that some 400,000 different ET's are interested in 

Earth and this is part of a larger observation including billions of races, ranging from 

material and physical dimensions to higher-frequency realms. Thus spiritually, Earth is 

the centre of attention in this almost inconceivable drama, even to any science-fiction 

writer, involving levels of purpose beyond our full comprehension. Most of this 

information came from the Explorer Series of books by Shapiro, except where otherwise 

stated. The purpose of this negative/positive duality was to provide more probabilities 

and alternatives, in particular, the choice to live an expression in opposition to harmony 

and perfection, if one so chooses. Thus negativity, selfishness, control, greed was made 

available. There is emphasis on free choice. The full scope, however, of this plan did not 
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take effect equally amongst civilizations. Most races chose not to become involved with 

exploring negativity. These civilizations did not go through problem solving, to attain 

their state of relative perfection and blissful existence. They remained in close connection 

with their mass mind and Source, and did not venture into a reality of separateness (ego-

development), isolation and conflict, which is the nature of the shadow side. We are 

talking about civilizations which have continued in a state of perfect harmony, 

synchronistic, holographic societies, for possibly millions of years. Existences based 

more on the magnetic energy, as opposed to the electric or, in other words, the feminine 

principle of total benevolence. Such a race knows about negativity, the shadow side, 

hatred, greed, etc. but has no experience of it, and no familiarity with such events, no 

experience of mistakes and consequences. Negativity is simply shelved or kept on one 

side. There is sufficient awareness amongst such a race that, it not only does not wish to 

experience discomfort as with Earth today, but knows how to avoid it, although not in our 

case. Of course there will always be races of neutral non-masculine and non-feminine 

beings living in harmony, more easily achieved without the separation of genders, the 

magnetic feminine energies and the electrical masculine energies. A situation arises in 

which pockets of negativity build up around the universe. That is describing the Day and 

Night of Svarog. That is, some negative probabilities have been activated but not selected 

by these particular civilizations, of which such races are in abundance, meaning not 

confronting it but able to avoid it, though not in our case. In my opinion this is due to 

certain technologies moving our solar system into these negative spaces, our own planet 

has moved at least 4 times, given we had a calendar of 13 months of 20 days, that is a 260 

day traverse around the sun, meaning we were closer in then. This avoidance of the trash 

in the universe becomes an embarrassment and a limitation to these civilizations, whose 

individuals' intelligence quotient may range into several hundred, and who enjoy a 

perfect technology and blissful existence. There are of course other planets, though in the 

minority which are involved with problems, that is, have taken on various limitations but 

usually not to the degree that Earth has. Nevertheless some of these civilizations have 

been known to not only destroy themselves, but also the planet which would fragment or 

implode. For example, Maldek, a planet once in our solar system between Mars and 

Jupiter, having been fragmented is now the asteroid belt. Also, according to channeling 

there was a small planet in Sirius, that imploded a few years ago owing to extreme 

negativity of the population. That which was originally set up as the control group for the 

human race, with its dangers from exploring negativity and unresolved problems. I 

believe this is technology created damage by the dark forces, and is not a reflection of the 

beings inhabiting that world. Remember the Black Sun elements wants to destroy all 

traces of life. The human race, before the so-called fall of man, volunteered for this 

experiment, to go through the trash, molecule by molecule. The agreement took place at 

the mass-mind level prior to full fragmentation and individuation of the civilization. The 

beings who were participators or onlookers in this dangerous experiment, which was 

recognized as one which could go wrong or at least result in extreme pain and suffering, 
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were not unanimously in favor of it. Nevertheless, the fall of man was arranged, 

involving the Luciferic energies. All this would appear natural or accidental as though it 

was a mistake. Note that we are using Luciferic in a more general sense, depicting the 

distortions in consciousness arising from excess masculine energy. The problem was to 

bring man down from a higher-dimensional spectrum of frequencies to a third-

dimensional spectrum. Since the human experiment also was to include the development 

of independence, the Luciferic energies initially manifested as a positive intention. That 

of enticing the members of the human race away from, the security of perfect unity and 

benevolence the product of connectedness to Source. Experiment my ass, this was 

another seducement program done by the dark forces to trick man into getting into the 

pods. Man stayed in the pods for 10K years whilst they raped and pillaged us, our ideas, 

our technology, our planet and our codes. Why do you think the term "sleepers" was 

introduced into the Alt Media? Emphasis on self was encouraged rather than operating 

for the greatest good and service to others, but which resulted in a selfish ego-

development. The separation had gone beyond the optimal level for individuality. 

Nevertheless this provided the desired condition for exploring all consequences of 

actions. All the unresolved problems from the billions of civilizations in the universe 

were being recreated on planet Earth. All mistakes and consequences experienced, all 

facets of negativity and all aspects of evil. Black Sun again, the return of the Messiah 

heralds the end, and they think it can be escalated by turning the planet dark and negative. 

The Luciferic energy was only supposed to give about two percent discomfort to the 

human race, but the effect of the excessive masculine component from this Luciferic 

energy, created a distortion within the masculine energy, causing humans to amplify all 

negativity. Ah the 2% figure, the same figure President Eisenhower signed up the 

American public for, alien abduction, they lied about that as well. Note that there have 

been many 'falls' of man. Regarding the above brief references to Luciferic energies, also 

in other articles in which Lucifer, the individual and fallen angelic, has been related 

from Explorer-book material, the Guardians more specific description of the 

manifestation of this Luciferic source is as follows. The derivation of the name Lucifer is 

tied in with, the Nibiruian Lulitan family of Thoth-Enki Zeta Anunnaki, the Satain family 

of Marduke-Anunnaki, Necromitons the fallen Seraphim. Races from Nibiru, Sirius B, 

Alpha Centauri, emerged from this Anunnaki hybridization of 1, 2, and 3. This collective 

group became known as the Luciferian's, and were joined by other race lines such as the 

Illuminati. There was also a Luciferian conquest in 10,500 BC, resulting in the remaining 

Atlantean islands being taken over by the Anu-Melchizedek, the Anunnaki/human hybrid 

from Neanderthal man, and also the Jehovian Anunnaki control. The main fall according 

to the Guardians was half a billion years ago, from the higher harmonic universe to our 

3D Earth. However, the original downfall the original sin was some 250 billion years 

ago. In addition, there was the Luciferic Rebellion in 25,500 BC in which Anunnaki and 

Necromitons from Alpha Centauri, and Zetas and Anunnaki from Nibiru, set up their 

Nibiru Diodic Crystal under but before the time of Stonehenge. It was energized by 
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Wormwood (Planet X), which has resulted in merkabas of basic energy-spiral mechanics 

to reverse, creating shadow selves and severe DNA mutations of life forms on Earth. I 

know Ashayne covers the merkabas, and that was one of the reasons I criticized her in 

2010 to 2014 time, that shouldn't reflect on her earlier work. But I personally have a 

mistrust of all merkabas, tree of life and tree of death or da'ath, smacks of another duality 

choice of two sides of the same coin. But, given how they have destroyed and 

manipulated everything in history, how can we trust them? It is like the mantras, the 

chants, the symbols, the spell casting by the misuse of words, if words are not used 

correctly it becomes an anagram of sword, and swords can cut you. Of course, humans 

having come down into the third-dimensional spectrum of frequencies, an arena for the 

creation of problems, gave the negative forces a heyday. This was more their level and 

they could draw parasitically on the average human's energies. Yes, the energy harvesting 

game played on us, and praying to fake AI sky gods. Different tools are used today by the 

dark forces, to prevent man's ascension from a third-dimensional spectrum to a fourth-

dimensional one. Here are some the aspects they have used to dampen us. Behavioral 

negativity manifests in humans who are used as puppets and pawns. The degradation of 

art and music is occurring, that is to dampen our creativity, humans not being creative 

equals devolution, we must remain creative to overcome that program. Education is based 

on left-brain development only, is that the left hand path of Set? We have an ego-oriented 

and dead, quantitative science, confining reality to 3D only, unless you develop yourself. 

There is suppression of spirituality, emotion and the feminine energy, which our group is 

working on to address. We have a religion which acknowledges a nonexistent external 

God, indeed. The principal force behind these negative sources are apparently from four 

main groups of aliens, the Anunnaki, the Dracos and Necromitons, and the Zeta/Greys, 

but also including countless hybrids. They have the technology to modulate the 

frequencies of mass consciousness, in fact, reconnect the individuals of the human race 

with their collective. That is the biblical rubbish of let us make man is our image rhetoric. 

According to some channeling the Zeta group those of lower dimensions, has a somewhat 

unnatural single mind collective which does not accommodate individuality. Is that why 

the Ukrainians use the letter Z, for the Zetas? who are the Zionists? We might even 

compare this human's absorption of consciousness, with that of the human's assimilation 

into the Borg collective of the Star Trek series. These aliens control the 

corresponding Illuminati human groups, which is related to the Neanderthal man. Why 

are the aliens here? Firstly they represent a minority compared with the overseeing 

enlightened ET's and spiritual beings. That I struggle to believe in that as being a fact, 

given the lack of progress over many millennia. That is not a sleight on those who I know 

have helped and indeed are helping. The Dracos believe they have rights to planet Earth 

since they are human/Drakon hybrids, and recognize that humans came from other 

planets originally. The Zetas/Greys or a portion of them, believe they need planet Earth 

for their survival. In addition, and along with minor groups of renegade and pirate aliens, 

the Earth is a rich source of minerals, ores, oil, quartz, sand, and water for these 
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plundering ET's. Hence the term cor-pirate. The Zetas main agenda has been to create a 

human/Zeta hybrid which can exist and survive on Earth, to aid their planetary takeover 

and enslavement. The Zetas can't tolerate carbon and oxygen, hence the potential of what 

I warned about in 2013 in relation to the chemtrails. CATCH THE RAINBOW 

 

Whilst all this piece is of interest, I will ask you all to draw special attention to this next 

short section. It will require afterwards a deep pondering upon, as it affects each and 

everyone of us on a scale unimaginable to most, if not us all. Recognizing it, processing 

it, healing it will become an essential tool for all of our members, to enable us all to go on 

an upward trajectory. Upon delving into this material by frequency, it has given me an 

understanding of a much wider picture, and a stark realization of why I am doing this, 

where I have been and why, where I am and why, and where we are headed and why. I 

and we are on a journey of an undetermined time-space event, that is a process of 

progression, it is not a sprint but more a marathon on a rugged and lonely path, currently 

it is the few but maybe more can join us in and out of time. In addition to these reasons 

for the alien interest in Earth, is their greatest desire, was that of controlling the 

spectacular network of dimensional time portals around and within the planet. The 

layman can think of these like the science fiction or physicist's wormholes if it helps. 

Wormholes are false created time travel type devices, as we have found out. Earth is 

anchored to one of the 12 coordination energy centers, think of junction boxes of the 

Universal Templar Complex which Earth's surface portals can access, and is what the 

quest for the Holy Grail is all about. There have been endless wars amongst ET's and 

angelic humans. Thus within this larger agenda, of exploring all probabilities outlined 

above, are vital and other significant problems being explored. In particular, a resolution 

of these wars to determine who will take control over Earth's valuable time-portal system 

the Planetary Templar Complex, a coveted piece of real estate and ultimately the 

Universal Templar Complex. These star gates or spiritual doorways enable beings not 

only to go from Earth to many parts of the universe instantly, but also to move vertically 

into higher harmonic universes. Which brings in what I have said on the shows, about the 

Vertical no time axis, as linear is the loop. To be in control of this vital multi connected 

junction' complex Earth, would be covetously strategic to say the least. If, however, 

a critical mass of the population wakes up to what is occurring and becomes sufficiently 

informed, the alien's agenda will fail. That is underway and progressing nicely from an 

overview perspective, the personal perspective will only bring worry and fear, both of 

which reside of the lower vibration field. This awakening and consciousness expansion of 

man will place the human race, in a frequency spectrum sufficient to inhibit the 

frequency fence, the aliens plan for Earth forcing individuals to lock into their collective. 

That was the veil, which we know now is collapsing. In the meantime the human race is 

endeavoring to ascend its consciousness to a fourth-dimensional spectrum, to resolve its 

duality into unity consciousness, and in turn resolve the universe duality as originally 

planned before the fall of man. According to the Explorer books, an additional purpose 
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besides the requirement of resolving the duality, is that man succeeds in evolving to the 

fourth-dimensional spectrum while still in body, to make the higher-spiritual frequencies 

compatible with the biology level. This is in itself considered unprecedented in the 

history of the universe. One usually evolves into a higher frequency body by dying to the 

one below, that is, through normal death and then taking on a different energy format. 

However, if we go back far enough, according to the Guardian Alliance material we were 

set up with a 12-strand DNA, giving immortality to the body via a series of steps of 

evolution without discontinuities or changing bodies. Unfortunately the aliens, the 

Anunnaki and Drakonians, in particular, engineered our existing DNA mutations and the 

subsequent death cycles. Immortality is the Metatronic coding, we need the birth and 

death cycle in an eternal body format, not an immortal. Immortal is a death sentence in 

essence and a devolution into the dark, it is cheating Source and then their egos make 

them believe they are the Source. The relatively small proportion of negativity we 

originally agreed to, was in fact to take on the DNA distortions of negative ET's. They 

wished to be rehabilitated with the purpose of realigning their DNA, but also realigning 

the corresponding planetary energies in the grid system. Which is part of the fulfillment 

of the Christos Realignment Mission in our time matrix, and the restoration of the Divine 

Blueprint. Does the new blueprint for humanity now have a greater meaning? The salient 

feature of the New-Age material is the ascension of man from 3D to 4D and 5D, while 

generally still in a biological body. I disagree, the new age was a program of the repeated 

savior program, the savior programs are external of us and have never worked. We 

cannot carry on repeated failed programs and hope to progress. I am not sure whether 

Blavatsky who was part of the doctrine that created the New Age cult, was even human. 

Said to have been Russian, yet also linked to Ukraine, sounds much to me like Hebrew 

Anunnaki. If we examine the Guardian material on this, we see a correspondence, though 

the precise mechanics are given in this case. The Earth was set up with additional inner 

portals called the Halls of Amenti, enabling humans to bodily ascend through these 

spiritual gate-ways, to the upper parallel planet Tara of 4D, 5D and 6D without having to 

wait until death. This option is now available to anyone who can match these frequencies 

of the Halls of Amenti, this was the real exit Jesheua 12 took when leaving Earth. Those 

frequencies are limited to the few at this point, I suspect it is the same few frequency 

based people that can access certain underground vaults. It is a protection mechanism to 

stop unevolved beings accessing stuff that they are not ready for. Those that think they 

can access the vaults, all died instantaneously due to the wrong frequency. I warned of 

that back in 2014, when Keenan and his CIA clown entourage was going to access them, 

yeah right, Keenan is a derivative of the Kennedy's, who were Black Sun. Those peoples 

and entities will never have the right frequency to enter those vaults. There are easier 

routes to more secure dimensions through the Guardian's Bridge Zone, facilitated by the 

Arc of the Covenant Zone, and Host Matrix of Indigos the temporary adoptive collective, 

enabling many more citizens to ascend. The bridge zone we have referenced in the past, 

the great leap of faith, not religious faith, but your inner faith. Countless civilizations 
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throughout the universe are interested in the outcome of the human race experiment and 

mission, since the resolution of the universe duality will bring considerable benefits to 

them. This is why this planet is special, it is the Nexus planet for the development of not 

only ourselves, but many other beings, planets, solar systems and Galaxies. The original 

idea which began this vast experiment according to Zoosh was that, something like a ten 

times expansion of consciousness can be achieved, by subjecting the soul level to tension. 

This has been experienced now in all its facets by the human race, and this data-

processing of the unresolved problems and negativity throughout the universe results in 

an experiential body of data, which is broadcast to the other billions of races via the 

human unconscious. This enables them to tap into this experiential knowledge and gain 

the wisdom and expansion on a controlled basis, without having to risk the pain and 

suffering which humans went through and are still continuing with, not having awakened 

in sufficient numbers for critical-mass requirement to produce change. The valid aspects 

of the New Age would be to essentially awaken man to the fact, that he has overdone the 

data-processing of problems and discomfort, which has resulted in extreme pain and 

suffering, and it is overdue to bring it to an end. To realize this third dimension is not the 

only reality, and the experiment is over. Negative influences, however, including some 

New-Age channellings are operating through normal people and have taken such a firm 

hold that, man is in effect hypnotized into this condition of negativity and is perpetuating 

it. Currently the apparently increasing negativity on Earth, is supposedly an indication of 

the transformation of the subconscious into consciousness. All repression, deception and 

secrecy are surfacing as the species prepares to shift from a third-dimensional spectrum 

to fourth and fifth-dimensional, but the negativity is also under continuous regeneration 

from the interference, and infiltration of aliens creating a complex agenda of different 

categories of ascension status. The solution? remain positive at all times, yes it is difficult 

given the testing times we face, but all it needs is, a change of mind or heart set. 

Negativity becomes all too natural for too many, change that aspect within you, and you 

are literally changing the world, the dynamics and the paradigm. IT'S ALL INSIDE OF 

YOU 

 

Final summary of these pieces, that has delivered more of the truth to more people on the 

planet, to enable many more to change their ways to something infinitely better. This is 

what we have been doing and focusing on in THI and TPC, you see I told you we didn't 

have to fight them, just fight ourselves into a better pattern and mode. Religion has been 

shredded and torn asunder by this truth, it doesn't belong on our planet anymore. At best 

it stifles development via externalizing things, at worst it is an evil program beyond all 

heinous levels of darkness. It has proven there are no countries, like the people all mere 

pawns in a game of unimaginable proportions. Our naivety has been used against us, 

those that have listened to this series, no longer have that excuse. Ignorance was a choice 

they said, not no more it isn't. As we have seen, we have to do a 180 turn on almost 

everything and anything that has gone before, that is our role and goal of The Peoples 
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Club. A new blueprint for a new humanity, devoid of off world controllers, evil minions 

and the technology based agendas. I suspect the Beast is no more as I will reveal shortly, 

but are the Anunnaki armies running Zuckerberg and many others at Palo Alto, trying to 

create another version of the Metatronic coding via their Meta platform? Many, far too 

many experiments and Alliances went wrong, for the same reason we have to correct 

ourselves. Low self worth and insecurity breeds ego imbalance, and the desire to portray 

yourself as something above and beyond yourself, and all others. God this Goddess that, 

King, Queen and all other titles, are as fake as glass eye. Why would a crown of creation 

need stupid titles? For further evidence of that being a decline, look at the letter based 

sexuality groups, beyond pathetic and child level. I am a letter B, L or G well how 

fantastic is that, did you get a Blue Peter badge for that? It is an absolute sacrilege and a 

failure to recognize who and what you really are, when you understand that, you will 

"see". Look what it did to the Trustee, for evidence of that statement, she was warned she 

didn't listen. There are examples even in this two part piece of people going astray, for 

their own self importance, which is ego. I call it the hidden hook for a reason, and my 

ethos is to not be important, but to do important work, that is what defines me and 

hopefully us all. The line never put anyone above your own heart, is a must going 

forward for us all. And so the experiments went wrong, and we are left with an almighty 

mess to clean up and resolve. Peoples, species and races all divided and fighting each 

other, in a dark greed, power and control game that went too far for all of those involved. 

Much of what I have been involved in, is about bringing people of differing creations 

together and to work in harmony. That has to be a remit of us all, yes there is genetic 

DNA memory of us fighting each other long into the past, and why so many peoples don't 

like or trust each other, you only have to see the different humans on this planet to see 

that as a fact. Where are you at now in terms of your heart space? Do you continue your 

path of hating, mistrusting or disliking others? Has that served you or us well? No one 

group has ever done all things right, that is why we are all here and now, to fix the mess 

we have all created. If at this point your head space is saying, but it was them and you 

real off names of who were the problem, you are not in the right heart space, you operate 

from the head mind space, which is ego and we are back to the hidden hook again. 

Remember the line from earlier shows? All who were here in the beginning, are here 

now. Why? to correct the past, that includes you. Who and what you were is irrelevant, 

what are you now? where are you now? what is your path? does you have to change? will 

you change? to answer those questions requires you to have deep levels of truth, honor 

and integrity. Some will see this as a total shitshow and wish to leave, leave behind your 

own mess? is that not what failed for us all in the past? Can't face reality? can't face 

situations? can't face the truth? can't face evil? how are you going to evolve by not 

overcoming those hurdles? I see it differently, I see a massive opportunity to bring all the 

failed experiments come together as one. An end to hierarchy, an end to greed, an end to 

wars and fighting, and end of scarcity and existing, into a living breathing and thriving 

Galactic Community that we can all be proud of. War and fighting has not worked for 
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any group, lets try something different I said back in 2013, it is beginning to take shape, 

not only on this world, but many others. It is a fantastic opportunity to now reveal the real 

truth, but revealing the truth is a two way transaction between me and you, the key is, 

what do you do with that truth and or information? Do you sit there and marvel at it, 

throw barbs at it or get off your back side and do something positive with it? Will you 

ponder on manifesting a better you, a better world, a better solar system, a better Galaxy 

and a better Universe? But I am but one person, yes and so I am, so was Jesheua 12 and 

every other teacher, all of them no different to you all, what is your role and thinking 

now? Do you wish to be a part of something far bigger than us all? that works towards 

peace, cooperation, sincerity, humility, compassion and the higher frequency based 

vibration, we call love? Much has been done in terms of technology in the past decade to 

clear the path, and I am reminded of a mission report from back in November 2015, that 

is eerily similar to the description of the Beast and the 12 gates connected to it, which 

becomes another 12+1 event. Maybe that is when the Beast failed and went down? Do 

you still think you don't have a role to play in all of this? I will end tonight with an earlier 

quote. This is why this planet is special, it is the Nexus planet for the development of not 

only ourselves, but many other beings, planets, solar systems and Galaxies. Do you 

understand what I have just said? Everyone is counting on us, what an enormous 

realization and responsibility that is. Will you rise up or will you buckle like you have 

always done. Will you finally put on your adult pants and be the Crown of creation you 

were born for? The time for being a child and waiting for or wishing child level savior 

programs is over. Now is our time, your time, no time to take the responsibility to enable 

us all to move back to the level where we belong. THInk and act different has a whole 

new meaning now, truth, honor and integrity has a whole new meaning now, and The 

Peoples Club has a whole new meaning, direction, path and paradigm now. WE MOVE 

AS ONE 

 

 

 

 

 

 


